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Abstract: In all walks of life, human resources play an important role in the success of any organization in the real world. Finding expert human resources is an open problem for enterprises besides retaining good resources to excel in chosen business. Web Search engines like Google can help in finding expert human resources. However, in such case, the results are in millions of records with varying quality and noise. Browsing search results is again time consuming as the identification of suitable resources is deemed to be tedious provided the voluminous search results. Recently Guan et al. presented an approach based on a ranking model which proved to be effective in finding expert human resources with ease. Influenced by this work, in this paper, we implement a prototype application with web interface that uses a ranking technique in order to provide best results that are interested to end user. Our application demonstrates the proof of concept and the empirical results show encouraging results.
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1. Introduction

There is no alternative for human experts as they are knowledgeable and instrumental for the success of enterprises in the real world. Naturally there is tendency in retaining expert resources so as to achieve goals. There is talent hunt that can bestow plethora of advantages to businesses. In this connection, there is increased activity in web search for human expert identification. Search engines like Google are widely used to find experts. There are some community web search engines that need prior registration in order to perform search for experts. There is common problem conceived with any web search engine. They produce results as billions of records that are mixed with noise and quality of different levels. Generally it is not possible to get the right experts directly without further effort in surfing search results. This makes the search for human experts a tedious task. Full of noise exposed in results is the main issues that needs to be addressed.

As information is growing in exponential fashion over WWW, the bulk of results have become common in web search results. Obtaining exact results from the search engine results is a time consuming task. Search engines are not perfect in the area to show exact results. For instance when a search operation is made on Ivanovic who is a famous tennis player in the world, the Google search results are astonishing as it shows that the candidate is expert in swimming.

As can be seen in Figure 1, the vague results or the results with noise are evident. This problem needs to tackle for identifying human experts with ease. To overcome this problem, there are many community search engines that help in solving the problem. However, the reality is that such search mechanisms do not provide exact results. Another problem with such tools is that they are bound to particular field and not aware of other fields. The quality of the human expert search results is the challenging problem needs to be addressed. Recently Guan et al. [1] proposed a solution for this problem. The solution was based on co-occurrence based diffusion model and the ranking. This solution could find relevance and reputation of human experts and the ranking was able to provide best results at the top facilitating end users to pick results directly for further action. Instead of providing millions of records to web user, the solution provides most accurate results. Influenced by this solution, we built a prototype application that facilitates the human expert search in intuitive fashion. The empirical results are encouraging.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section II provides review of literature. Section III describes the proposed system. Section IV presents experimental results while section V concludes the paper.

2. Related Work

Searching World Wide Web for required information has become a common phenomenon of people of all walks of life. However, many organizations and enterprises use search engine over WWW for finding human experts in order to exploit their services for faster growth and expansion of their businesses. Many prior works in this kind of research were found in the literature. In [2] it was found that there are mechanisms that can help in making human expert search on WWW. This will help in finding human resources with given skill set. Later many other researches were attracted by the problem of human expert search over web. Profile management with underlying search approach was presented in [3] and [4].
In 2005 an expert search approach was built specifically to unearth talented human beings across the globe. Thus TREC enterprise track came into existence [5]. Later on other approaches such as Model 1 and Model 2 were conceived for human expert search [6]. Tilburg University provided similar kind of research results in its web site with a new model for searching human experts [7]. In many researches retrieval performance was another problem addressed. Page Rank is the solution for retrieval performance as found in the literature [8]. There were other approaches for the same which include non-local evidence as explored in [10] and [9], voting techniques and data fusion [13], query expansion [11], learning based framework [14] and so on. These solutions focused on the retrieval performance.

A proven fact and that is observed by Internet users often is that the search results are poof with lot of noise that will waste time of end users. Moreover spam is another problem that mimic like good results taking the user to unintended web pages. Even in community web applications where search is facilitated the search results are not up to mark. High expertise humans were explored in [15] and [16] with good search mechanisms. In [18] and [17] multiple aspects matching was implemented. Many researchers focused on graph based solutions and heat diffusion approaches in order to solve the problem of expert search over web [19], [20], [21] and [22]. Recent approach which is very close to our solution is in [1] which is based on co-occurrence based diffusion method for talent search over WWW with reasonable accuracy.

3. Proposed Model For Expert Search

Research revealed that co-occurrence information plays an important role in obtaining search results without noise. The concept can be coupled with the heat diffusion model that can aggregate information to deal with noise problem in search results. With this method human experts can be identified intuitively. The study of query string and the relevancy of results were studied using co-occurrence based approach. Moreover ranking the final results can make them more useful and users can directly get required results. Thus the search results for human experts are expected to have highest quality. More technical details used for implementation of the prototype in this paper can be found in [1].

As can be seen in Figure 2, it is evident that that proposed framework takes web documents and query as inputs and performs operations like model construction, diffusion and ranking. The ranking function is applied as the user needs to have quality list of human experts.

4. Prototype Application

A prototype web application is built to demonstrate the concept. The application is built using Java programming language and technologies like Servlets and JSP. The web application provides user-friendly interface that can help in interacting with WWW and get the results as per the query string. The results are ranked based on the co-occurrence method. The environment used for the experiments is a PC with 4 GB RAM, core 2 dual processor running Windows 7 operating system.

5. Experimental Results

Experiments are made in terms of number of web pages in top domains. The results are also observed to find expert users who appear in the search results. On a locally available input dataset which has been synthesized the experiments are made.

When search is carried out using the proposed system, relevant results are presented as output. The summary of search results is presented in Figure 4.
As can be viewed in Figure 4, the summary of search results is presented in. The graph shows expertise of various users.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

Expert search over web is the main study of this paper. The traditional search engines and specialized community search engines do have their drawbacks in providing accurate results pertaining to human experts. The main problem with them is that the quality of the results is poor and noise is more. As the search applications bestow millions of records, finding desired results is time consuming and needs further surfing of results. This does not provide rich user experience in human expert search. Vague evidence in human expert results is another problem which makes the results not reliable. To overcome this problem, Guan et al. [1] proposed a novel approach based on diffusion and ranking model. This model makes use of co-occurrence dynamics so as to estimate accurate human experts thus reducing noise in the results. Moreover, the underlying ranking mechanism helps in increasing relevance in search results. The same approach is used by us. We built a prototype application that helps in finding human experts with ease. The experimental results reveal that the proposed application is useful in finding human experts without noise. This tool can be improved further in future to ensure that vagueness disappears in search results.
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